Your Notion
Guidebook
by Keep Productive

What is Notion?
Notion is an all-in-one workspace.
Think of a personal website blended with a productivity tool. With
Notion, you can create pages. Inside of pages can add projects, notes,
wikis, ideas, task lists, tables, calendars, boards, whatever you like.

Notion is being used everyday in countless amount of scenarios.
From managing finance to planning weddings, the possibilities are
endless. They really are.
Still can't understand?! It's hard to picture without demonstrations.
In this PDF, we'll be uncovering worked examples, how you can get
started with Notion, a step-by-step guide to adding blocks and
creating your first dashboard, all with no stress.
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Personal
The magical thing about Notion is the workspace is designed for both
personal and team use. To kick things off, let's speak about the Personal use.
There are many ways people use Notion as a
personal productivity tool, they include:

Task Manager
Note-Taking Resource
Project Planner
Goal Setting Tool
Journal Logs
Habit Tracker
Excel Replacement
and many more situations
The great thing is, you can even use it for all of
these situations if you wanted.

There's two ways you can use Notion, on your own, or with a team. Or botb!

Team
The team workspace can be used in a similar fashion,
but much like with Evernote, you can attach the two
accounts, so your personal account isn't far.
The majority of use cases for Notion for teams is as an
internal wiki. An internal wiki is a look-up tool for a
company. It brings together the entire

Company Values/Mission
Employee Onboarding
Project Management
Creating Documents
Taking Meeting Notes
Spreadsheet Management
Database Records
and many more scenarios
The "all-in-one" workspace concept of Notion is being
adopted by businesses who cannot afford to have
multiple tools for multiple jobs, this is where Notion
thrives for many decision-makers.
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Basic Features
Open Notion

Create a new block
To add a new block, enter "/" (a slash). This will
open up your basic blocks. These are your building
blocks for your Notion account.
From here, you can add almost anything to your
page or even create a new page.
TIP: Don't be alarmed. Take your time and
get some practice opening this up.

Choose to create a page
To create a new page. Simply choose "page" from the
line-up of options. A page will be created.

This will be your first block. Pages have plenty of
options once you created them.
TIP: From the basic blocks menu, you can add
unique full pages, but let's begin with this.

Creating your page
Once a page has been created. You can choose
from one of the many options. A template, an
empty page and even pages for solely boards,
calendars or tables.
Start with an empty page.

TIP: Pages can be customised or using
templates you can use a popular structure
and copy it for your own.

The Basics
Title your page, "an empty page" and go back to your
homepage on Notion.

Horray! You've created a page inside of Notion.
Later, we'll add the fuzzy elements to this.

TIP: Use this page as your training ground. Play
around with the other basic blocks and add
them to this page.

Close Notion
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Adding Blocks
Building your new page.
Notion provides you with plenty of blocks to create. You can add media as blocks.
This ranges from images to embedded Google Maps. They all help you to build your page.

Images

Web Bookmark

Add images to add more
detail to your pages. You
can upload any link or
file on your PC.

Upload articles, links
and videos as a web
bookmark for later.

Audio

Video

Embed Spotify and
SoundCloud files to
stream your music via
Notion.

Embed YouTube and
other video services and
watch all within Notion.

Code

Files

Add code snippets to
any page and save them
as you go, in all major
languages.

Save PDFs, Doc.x and
more. Even import them
into your Notion too.

There are plenty more...
Notion is full of ways to create your page. Including Boards, Tables, Gallery, List and Calendar. We'll
speak about those near the end of this PDF to help outline how to get started with them. List below how
you use all of these blocks right now in your current tool of choice...

Example:

Within Evernote, I add images within a table to tally a mini-gallery and files to store
most important information.
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To use, or not use...
Congratulations.
Creating a basic page is the first starting point on this journey. Although, this might seem
basic, it's the best place to begin. Many people who try Notion don't even give this a go!
Before you commit your life of notes, docs and tasks to Notion, it's better to first
understand and evaluate if it is suitable for your needs.

Answer these questions

Core features

What features most fulfil your needs?

What does Notion replace?

Notes
Documents
Boards
Calendars
Tables
Databases
Checklists
Spreadsheets
Team Admin

Do you see yourself using Notion in 2 years?
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Picking Software
Notion isn't the only software in the ecosystem. We aren't trying to put you off Notion. But many people love
the tool on day one, commit and then 1 week later realise it lacks the feature set they need.
This is an unproductive move. Spend time researching, exploring and using the tool before you fully transition
your everyday practices to the software. We've put together a list of best practices for newbies to Notion,
applicable to any type of software or application.

Best Practices
Use the 90-day rule
Take Notion for a 90-day test drive.
Don't move everything all at once. Just create a new account and start
anything you would be creating, inside of Notion. For example, begin a
new note in Notion, before jumping to Evernote. Or create a new board in
Notion, but committing to add one to Zenkit.

Match Features to Needs
Notion isn't for everyone.

Matching features to the needs can save you time. After one month of
Notion, you might realise that Notion doesn't have a friendly sharable
board feature that Trello has, and you heavily use this feature. You want
to discover this in research not a month down the line.

Switching for Switchings Sake
Switching productivity apps can be like moving houses.
Imagine if we moved base on apps like Facebook every few months. One of
things we'd endorse is not changing apps every static period. An example, I
used Evernote for 8 years straight, then after trying Notion for 1 year, I decided
to transition my use. Don't jump on the bandwagon, be certain.

If you passed all of these best practices. Go forth and craft your Notion account!
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Your first pages
Great! You've decided Notion is suitable for the next 90-day trial!
Getting things going with your account will be with your first few pages. Pick what you'll be
using Notion for, with the following pages and use the advice sheet.

Notion is an all-in-one workspace.
Think of a personal website blended
with a productivity tool. With Notion,
you can create pages.

SAVINGS

EDITORIAL

Tally up your finances,
taking count of future
and past payments.
Perfect for savers and
freelancers alike.

Side project or blog
calendar. The editorial
calendar

WORKOUTS

TRAVEL

Manage your
workouts, track
progress and log your
diet all within a page.

Bring together all your
travel information.
Your next trip, your
regular visits or your
future dreams.

GOALS

INBOX

Log all of your goals
and targets for the new
year on one page. A
mood board for your
missions and dreams.

Capture new articles,
ideas, video links and
more using an inbox.

HOBBIES

HOUSE/CAR

Love learning?! Create
pages on your interests
and build them out
with images and more.

Track house expenses,
or ideas for each room.
Even the boring stuff
like mortgage and
finances.

Apply them
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Popular
Questions

Q

Should I replace
Evernote with Notion?!

A

Q

Is Notion just a phase in
the software space?

A

Q

Why give Notion 90days of trial time?

A

Q

Should I upgrade to the
personal or team plan?

A

For best advice, skip two pages and
see if you meet up with the criteria of
going premium on Notion. We don't
recommend jumping ahead until you
need it and know you want Notion.

Q

How long should I spend
on Notion weekly?

A

There's no time limit, but you can get
carried away. For major changes, limit
yourself to 30-minutes and daily
tweaks, 10-minutes. The goal is
productivity for your actual work.

Will I regret the move
to Notion?

A

Q
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This is a tough question. Naturally, it
depends how you use Evernote. Our
recommendation is to test the water
for 90-days, if you use Notion like you
would Evernote and happy with the
features

Hard to tell, but since the early days of
Notion, people have been keen and
interested. With other apps like
Airtable, Coda and more following suit,
it's safe to say it is in good company.

Organizing your life of these types of
applications takes time. The best way
to know is a slow transition like this,
like a migration of your information to
seal the deal and see whether it's worth
investing more time into the tool.

Notion is the most flexible tool, so
you're constantly have the ability to reshape and mould your experience with
your needs and stage in life. That's
what makes Notion special. Try Notion
and see what you think...
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Your Dashboard

A dashboard is your homepage. A place to manage and organize your notes.

Life

Work

Personal

Building a homepage that brings
together all areas of your life will
help you to view everything in one
place. Many people break this into
projects or even daily activities.

Work areas can be located on
Notion dashboards, but clearly
making the difference between
personal and work items will help
with everything in one place.

Personal projects or life notes can
be stored inside of Notion. From
checklists to health tracking, the
flexibility makes it super easy.

Most Used

Personalize

Limitations

Store your most used pages on the
front page, this will be perfect for fast
access and when you load up Notion,
everything is there for you to get
started with.

Customize the layout of your Notion as
much as you like. From icons to the
cover photos, and even the font per
page, everything's customizable in
Notion giving you total freedom.

There's barely any limits, so creating
unique workflows will help your own
set-up. As long as you aren't spending
months on this, Notion can be a useful
way to create a dashboard to your style.

Create your Dashboard
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Advanced Features
Tables, Calendars, Boards, Lists
There are a few major blocks inside of Notion that you should know, and once you know can add plenty of
creative value. These elements can help to take your project planning, document creation, client meeting, todo list to the next level. Here's what they all do:

Tables
Tables work like a slimmed down Excel sheets
allowing you to create a table with customisable
columns and unlimited rows. Adding them inline
to your new page means they appear within the
document and not as an entire page. Tables can be
used to create lists and databases.
TIP: Add columns like due date, or files to add
even more multimedia to your page.

Calendars
Calendars provide users with a window into the week
or month ahead. Allowing you to add pages to your
calendar will allow you to plan events, co-ordinate
the day or maybe build out your first editorial
calendar. The nature of the calendar allows you to put
a date on each of your pages.
TIP: Set a reminder for each task, something
we'll uncover in the Skillshare class (see below)

Lists
Lists have only recently been added, but they provide
a list view for all of your pages or most important
tasks. Begin to create a list view and see what needs
to be done in the day, all in one view. Lists are perfect
for skipping past the creation of a table and go with a
list view.
TIP: Create a list and add a few tasks. See if you like this
view, alternatively use "checklists" as a block.

Boards
Boards work the same as they would in apps like
Trello or MeisterTask. Use Boards inline to plot our
ideas or track the status of a task or project using
these flexible, moveable set of cards.

TIP: Research how to use the Kanban methodology, trust
me, it'll page off.
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Pricing & Plans
No Unlimited Blocks?!
Okay, okay. Yes, Notion does have its limits, despite the amazingness of the resources. Those limits are currently in
the free plan, let's uncover them. Remember to take your time choosing the best one for you.
Prices will be per month rates, not annual pricing, per month.

FREE
Unlimited members
1000 block storage
5MB file upload limit
You'll have to work out how many blocks
you use once you've set-up everything.
To find that out, go to Settings > Blocks.

PERSONAL ($5)
One member only
Unlimited block storage
No file upload limit
Advanced permissions
Priority support
Version history

Best for one-person teams or personal
use. Priced at $5 per month.

TEAM ($10)
Unlimited members
Unlimited block storage
No file upload limit
Advanced permissions
Priority support
Version history
Admin tools

Remember, this is per member, per
month. So a team of 5, $50 per month.

Notion can be free for 1,000 blocks. Our advice is to take your time. See how much you use in your
first week (creating your base) and how much you add per day. You'll begin to gather an idea of how
much you'll need. Try to use the first 90-days to gather whether you'll need Personal or Team
packages. My bet is that you'll struggle. You may even run out of blocks within your first 2 weeks.

Best bet is to, when you run out, start a monthly $5 plan and see, in this month, if you find it a
suitable base for you. If yes, try the annual plan ($4 per month, billed annually) and if not cancel.
*Subject to Change
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Your Recommended Reading
First off, a huge huge thank you for stopping by.
Notion has been a pet project of mine for one-year now. And now, has expanded into a strong
personal productivity tool. Download this worksheet and share it with friends today.
The Facebook Group

Gather around with other Notion users
and discuss everything about Notion.
This community is now well over 1,250
people in the space of one month. So if
you're looking for a hangout, it's here.

Join for free
The Skillshare Course

Get all you need to know about
Notion in a regularly updated course.
The perfect guide to visually learning
how to use Notion from scratch.

Get this class
The YouTube Channel
We've created over 30+ Notion videos to
date. Mad! We're creating even more
every other week. So join the Notion
playlist and subscribe to Keep Productive,
the YouTube channel and enjoy all of the
videos.

Subscribe on YouTube
Referral Codes

Get 2 months free Notion in credits.
You can invite friends after and earn
even more credit to your Notion
account. Enjoy 2 months free.

Get 2 months free Notion
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Thank you
everyone!
A message from me.
Thank you for consuming this Notion worksheet/PDF. It's my first-ever one.
I'd like to ask two things from you. The first, if you have any feedback. Send it to me
via email. My email is francesco@keepproductive.com. I'm always open to hearing
your feedback and of course improving the quality of things, and I'm not one of those
people who will take it to heart. It's important we drive forward, so ping me if you see
fit.
And secondly, if you're new to my stuff, you can subscribe to my YouTube channel
but also a side-project for me is the Tools They Use podcast where I discuss things like
Notion on a weekly segment.
I'd adore you to join and subscribe. We're on all major podcast, just type in Tools They
Use and if you like it, grab 60s and review it. It'll mean the world.
That's all from me, but if you have any one-to-one issues on Notion.
Email me, I'm always at the end of an email (48hrs later, aha).
Make sure to have a great week, keep productive + I'll see you very soon.

Francesco

Cheers!
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